
035051588412Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 10.59 x 10.59 x 10.59

36.20 x 27.31 x 33.66

4 ans +

S23

19.99 $ 12

12

035051588436Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 6.99 x 6.99 x 6.99

23.50 x 17.15 x 33.66

4 ans +

S23

10.99 $ 24

24

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605588412 | 035051588412 | 19.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Sooo Mini! - Doll assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Sooo many,  Sooo Mini! ™ Introducing Sooo Mini! ™ L. O. L. Surprise 
dolls!   These tots have just gotten a mega upgrade in mini size!  Each Sooo Mini! ™ L. O. L.  
Surprise doll has mini LOL balls on her head for EVEN MORE unboxing than ever before!  
Find favorite characters like Hoops MVP from the very FIRST L. O. L.  Surprise series,  as well 
as tots from other fan-favorite series like Glitter,  Dance Dance Dance™,  All-Star Sports,  and 
more!  Every doll comes with fierce fashions,  detailed accessories,  and cute charms to reveal.  
Feed or bathe your tot for a water surprise!  Will she spit,  cry,  or tinkle?  Each Sooo Mini! ™ 
L. O. L.  Surprise tot includes 8 surprises to unboxing.  Collect all 12 Sooo Mini! ™ Dolls!  LOL 
Surprise collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to dress outfits and many detailed accessory 
pieces make a perfect toy and playset for kids including 4- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys 
for imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts and gift for any special occasion,  dolls provide 
hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes : Sooo Mini!  L. O. L.  Surprise!  Doll  
Outfit  Shoes  Bottle  Accessory  2 Charm  Mini LOL Ball 

605588436 | 035051588436 | 10.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Sooo Mini! - Lil Sis assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Sooo many,  Sooo Mini! ™ Introducing Sooo Mini! ™ L. O. L.  Surprise L
Sisters™!   These Lil Sisters™ have just gotten a mega upgrade in mini size!  Each Sooo Mini!
™ L. O. L.  Surprise Lil Sisters™ doll has a mini LOL ball for EVEN MORE unboxing than ever
before!  Find favorite characters like Lil Hoops MVP from the very FIRST L. O. L.  Surprise
series,  as well as Lils from other fan-favorite series like Glitter,  Dance Dance Dance™,  All-
Star Sports,  and more!  Every doll comes with fierce fashions,  detailed accessories,  and
cute charms to reveal.  Bathe your Lil Sister in cold water for a color change surprise!  Each
Sooo Mini! ™ L. O. L.  Surprise Lil Sister includes 5 surprises:  (1) Sooo Mini! ™ L. O. L.
Surprise!  Lil Sisters™ Doll; (2) Shoes; (3) Charm; (4) Mini LOL Ball Unboxing; (5) Color
Change Surprise™.  LOL Surprise collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to dress outfits and
many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and playset for kids including 4- to 7-year-
olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts and gift for any
special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :    Soo



10035051584442Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 15.88 x 5.08 x 14.61

36.20 x 12.70 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

27.99 $ 8

8

10035051584466Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 13.03 x 6.35 x 14.61

28.73 x 15.24 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

19.99 $ 8

8

583769Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 17.15 x 9.86 x 14.61

35.56 x 21.92 x 32.39

4 ans +

F22

29.99 $ 8

8

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605584445 | 10035051584442 | 26.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Hair Hair Hair - Doll Series 6 assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Ready,  set,  STYLE!  Introducing the limited-edition L. O. L Surpris
Hair Hair Hair Dolls.   Unbox 10 fabulous fashion and hair accessories to mix and match while
you style and play with these adorable characters.  Show off their outrageous looks and
discover their unique color change feature when you bathe and feed your doll.    STYLE AND
PLAY.  Each outrageous character comes with real hair and multiple accessories to create
tons of looks.  Mix and match for never-ending hairstyles.   UNBOX 10 SURPRISES.
Including a collectible doll,  a fabulous outfit,  shoes,  multiple hair accessories,  and a bottle.
COLOR CHANGE SURPRISE.  Each L. O. L.  Surprise!  Hair Hair Hair doll comes with a
unique color change and water surprise.  Feed and bathe your doll to discover their exclusive
water feature.    Collect all 6 fabulous B. B. s.  to create even more amazing looks!   Different
styles in this assortment,  each sold separately.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.
4+ years

605584469 | 10035051584466 | 21.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Hair Hair Hair - Pets Series 2 assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing the new L. O. L.  Surprise!  Hair Hair Hair Pets!   Unwrap yo
L.L. O. L.  pet with real hair from the new clear packaging.  Each pack contains several amazi
accessories.  Get all the hairy animals and style your pet's hair in lots of different ways.  With
the mix and match accessories you can create a fabulous look for the whole party.  Collect
them all!   Includes :    1 Hair Hair Hair Pet with real hair  4 unique accessories for hair styling
mischievous outfit  2 fashion accessories  Bottle   Different styles in this assortment,  each
sold separately and subject to availability.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    4+
years

605583769 | 583769 | 29.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Furniture with doll Series 2 assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    New furniture for a new decor!   Unpack over 10 surprises in the 6
series of Furniture with Dolls.  Each package contains a favorite doll and accessories.  The
box can be unfolded to form an additional play space.  Which of the four new styles do you like
best?  Will you and your doll seek beauty,  music,  art or relaxation?   Includes:    1 L. O. L.
doll  Over 10 surprises   Furniture and accessories fit OMG 2 house.   L. O. L.  doll size:
approximately 8 cm.   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold separately and subject to
availability.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    4+ ans



035051589327Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

36.20 x 21.59 x 31.75

4 ans +

S23

17.99 $ 18

18

035051589341Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 8.99 x 8.99 x 17.02

37.59 x 21.11 x 33.50

4 ans +

S23

26.99 $ 12

12

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

035051589365Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 23.19 x 11.43 x 21.59

24.46 x 22.23 x 23.83

4 ans +

S23

49.99 $ 2

2

605589327 | 035051589327 | 17.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Loves Mini Sweets Series 2 - Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    The sweetest tots around are back!  Introducing Series 2 of L. O. Surprise 
Loves Mini Sweets!   L. O. L.  Surprise has partnered with iconic brands such as Peeps,  
Hershey’s Kisses,  Reese’s Pieces,  Icee,  Fun Sweets,  Airheads,  Mentos,  and Jelly Belly to 
bring you even more candy-themed fun.  Each doll has a unique style that’s tastier than ever to 
match each treat.  Each L. O. L.  Surprise Loves Mini Sweets doll includes 7 extra tasty 
surprises:  (1) LOL Surprise Loves Mini Sweets Doll; (2) Outfit; (3) Shoes; (4) Bottle; (5) 
Accessory; (6) Accessory; (7) Purse.  Collect your cravings with all 9 brand-new L. O. L. 
Surprise Mini Sweets dolls!  LOL Surprise collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to dress outfits 
and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and playset for kids including 4- to 7-
year-olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts and gift for any 
special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes : LOL 
Surprise Loves Mini Sweets Doll  Outfit  Shoes  Bottle  Accessories  Purse   Collect all 9 
brand-new L. O. L.  Surprise Loves Mini Sweets Series 2 dolls!   Many different models includ

605589341 | 035051589341 | 26.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Loves Mini Sweets Series 2 - Surprise-O-Matic assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    The sweetest tots around are back!  Introducing Series 2 of L. O. Surprise 
Loves Mini Sweets in Surprise-O-Matic™ vending machine packaging!   L. O. L. Surprise has 
partnered with iconic brands such as Peeps,  Hershey’s Kisses,  Jelly Belly, Slush Puppie,  
Airheads,  Ring Pop,  and Mentos to bring you even more candy-themed fun. Each doll has a 
unique style that’s tastier than ever to match each treat.  With the Surprise-O-Matic™,  
unboxing these 8 cute surprises just got even more interactive and fun!  Just the press of a 
button delivers each sweet surprise the same way you get your favorite candies from a 
vending machine.  What will come down the Surprise-O-Matic™ for your tot?  Each L. O. L.  
Surprise Loves Mini Sweets doll includes 8 extra tasty surprises.  Collect your cravings with all 
12 brand-new L. O. L.  Surprise Mini Sweets dolls!  LOL Surprise collectible dolls with stylish 
hair,  fun to dress outfits and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and playset 
for kids including 4- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!As 
birthday gifts or gifts for any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with sibling

605589365 | 035051589365 | 49.99
L.O.L. Surprise! - Loves Mini Sweets Series 2 - Deluxe Jelly Belly

L. O. L.  Surprise!    The sweetest tots around are back!  Introducing Series 2 of L. O.L. 
Surprise Loves Mini Sweets Deluxe!   L. O. L.  Surprise has partnered with iconic brand Jelly 
Belly to bring you even more candy-themed fun.  Each Deluxe pack includes 4 limited-edition 
dolls to match 4 Jelly Belly flavors:  French Vanilla,  Chocolate Pudding,  Cream Soda, and 
Very Cherry to make the fiercest hot fudge sundae ever!  Feed French Vanilla or Chocolate 
Pudding for a water surprise!  Will they spit,  cry or tinkle?  LOL Surprise collectible dolls with 
stylish hair,  fun to dress outfits and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and 
playset for kids including 4- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!  
As birthday gifts and gift for any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with 
siblings and friends!   Includes :    4 Dolls  Many Fashion Accessories   Find all-new limited 
edition  characters French Vanilla,  Chocolate Pudding,  Lil Cream Soda,  and Lil Very Cherry 
and collect your cravings!   Many different models included in this assortment.  Each sold 
separately,  chosen randomly and depending on the availability.  Product shown may differ



035051589969Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

28.58 x 21.59 x 32.39

4 ans +

S23

19.99 $ 12

12

035051589976Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 8.89 x 8.89 x 16.51

36.83 x 29.85 x 32.39

4 ans +

S23

21.99 $ 9

9

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605589969 | 035051589969 | 19.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Confetti Pop Birthday - Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing L. O. L.  Surprise!  Confetti Pop Birthday™!  Open the lid 
your present box to reveal 8 surprises,  including a confetti surprise unboxing!  These B. B. s 
are ready to party with their besties and are arriving in their fiercest fashions and accessories. 
Will your doll match your birthstone,  like Opal Q. T.  in October,  or Emerald Babe in May?  Or 
will your doll be festive,  like Pumpkin Spice in November?  Collect all 12 L. O. L.  Surprise!
Confetti Pop Birthday™ dolls to complete your calendar!  Each doll comes with an outfit, 
shoes,  bottle,  accessory,  purse,  mini gift bag,  and confetti surprise unboxing.  Feed or

bathe your B. B.  for a water surprise!  Will your doll cry,  spit,  tinkle,  or color change in cold
water?  Each L. O. L.  Surprise!  Confetti Pop Birthday™ doll includes 8 surprises.  Collect all
12 Confetti Pop Birthday™ dolls!  LOL Surprise collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to dress
outfits and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and playset for kids including 4
- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts or gifts for
any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :

605589976 | 035051589976 | 21.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Confetti Pop Birthday - Sisters assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing L. O. L.  Surprise!  Confetti Pop Birthday Sisters™!   Open the
lids of TWO present boxes to reveal 10 surprises,  including a confetti surprise unboxing.
These B. B. s are ready to party and brought their Lil Sisters™ along too!  They are sure to
have a BLAST at any birthday.  The whole squad is arriving in their fiercest fashions and
accessories.  Each doll comes with an outfit,  shoes,  bottle,  accessory.  Feed or bathe your
B. B.  and Lil Sister for a water surprise!  Find out if your LOL doll spits,  cries,  or tinkles; and
each Lil Sister color changes in cold water!  Every L. O. L.  Surprise!  Confetti Pop Birthday™
doll includes 10 surprises.  Collect all 12 Confetti Pop Birthday Sisters™ pairs!  LOL Surprise
collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to dress outfits and many detailed accessory pieces
make a perfect toy and playset for kids including 4- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys for
imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts or gifts for any special occasion,  dolls provide
hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :    L. O. L.  Surprise!  Confetti Pop
Birthday™ doll  Outfit  Shoes  Bottle  Accessories  Lil Sister with Color Change Surprise  Shoe



035051588443Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 6.99 x 6.99 x 6.99

23.50 x 17.15 x 33.66

4 ans +

S23

11.99 $ 22

22

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605588443 | 035051588443 | 11.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - MINI Move-and-Groove Series 3 assorted

12 dolls to collect
5+ surprises
OMG characters in MINI version
Each ball has a unique playset



035051588467Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 8.89

31.88 x 21.39 x 32.18

4 ans +

S23

19.99 $ 12

12

10035051583940Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

32.39 x 22.23 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

19.99 $ 12

12

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605588467 | 035051588467 | 19.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - MINI Family Series 3 assorted

12 Mini families to collect
8+ surprises!
TWEENS characters in MINI version!
Each ball has a unique playset

4 years +

605583943 | 10035051583940 | 19.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - MINI - Winter Family Series 2 assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Unbox fan-favorite O. M. G.  characters,  their Lil Sis,  and the family pet
now in miniature size!   Each mini is an exact replica of the 10&rdquo; inch fashion doll,  the
3&rdquo; collectible doll,  and the family pet,  including their fierce signature looks.  Will you
find the chill 24K D. J.  family or discover the iridescent Crystal Star and her crew?  The ball
also opens into a multi-room playset unique to each family.  There are 3 amazing playsets to
collect!  Is your family hanging out at the winter chalet,  or will they be riding up the ski lift to go
on their next adventure?  Even the besties are adventuring outside and making snowmen in
their winter wonderland!  Make a perfect toy for kids,  including 4 years old and up girls and
boys for imaginative pretend play!   Include :    1 Lil Sis Doll  1 family pet  1 Ball - Playset
Collect all 12 adorable mini families and create your own miniature L. O. L.  Surprise!  O. M.
G. world!   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold separately and subject to availability.
All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.    4+ years



Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

10035051580611Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 14.25

30.48 x 20.32 x 30.48

4 ans +

N22

25.99 $ 9

9

30.48 x 27.94 x 30.48Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 1

10035051580765Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 6.99 x 6.99 x 11.89

30.48 x 15.24 x 30.48

4 ans +

N22

16.99 $ 12

12

10035051580635Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 16.76 4 ans + 34.99 $ 9

605580614 | 10035051580611 | 26.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Color Change Surprise - Me & Lil Sis assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready for an unboxing experience like you’ve never seen before with 
the new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Lil Sis Color Change Surprise Collection!    Each set 
comes with 2 balls that detach and reveal 2 unique dolls that undergo color change surprises 
when placed in water.  You can even dip your dolls in the ball they come with!   These re-
released fan favorite pairs include 15 surprises and a special water surprise when you feed 
your doll.   Each ball comes with 2 LOL Surprise Me & My Lil Sis Color Change Surprise dolls 
and multiple accessories   Collect all 9-brand new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Lil Sis Color 
Change Surprise pairs and complete the set!   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold 
separately.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    4+ years

605580768 | 10035051580765 | 16.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Color Change Surprise - Lil Sis & Lil Pets assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready for an unboxing experience like you’ve never seen before with
the new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Lil Sis & Lil Pet Color Change Surprise Collection!
Each set comes with 2 balls that detach and reveal 2 unique dolls that undergo color change
surprises when placed in water.  You can even dip your dolls in the ball they come with!
These re-released fan favorite pairs include 10 surprises and a special water surprise when
you feed your doll.  Collect all 12 brand new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Lil Sis + Lil Pet
Color Change™ pairs and complete the set!  Cold color change will start at approximately
59°F (15°C),  but best results occur if the ice water is chilled to approximately 32°F (0°C).
Warm color change will start at approximately 100. 4°F (38°C),  but best results occur if the
water is approximately 104°F (40°C).   Includes :    2 LOL Surprise Me & My Color Change™
dolls  2 secret messages  1 bottle  multiple accessories  2 fashion outfits  2 shoes  a surprise
color changing feature.    Collect all 12 sets of the new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me and My Lil Sis +
Lil Pet Color Change dolls!   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold separately and subj

605580638 | 0035051580638 | 34.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Color Change Surprise - Me & Bro assorted

L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready for an unboxing experience like you’ve never seen before with
the new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Bro Color Change Surprise Collection!    Each set
comes with 2 balls that detach and reveal 2 unique dolls that undergo color change when
placed in water.  You can even dip your dolls in the ball they come with!   These re-released
fan favorite pairs include 20 surprises and a special water surprise when you feed your doll.
Each ball comes with 2 LOL Surprise Me & My Bro Color Change Surprise dolls and multiple
accessories.    Collect all 9-brand new 2-n-1 LOL Surprise Me & My Bro Color Change
Surprise pairs and complete the set!   Many different models included in this assortment.
Each sold separately,  chosen randomly and depending on the availability.   Product shown
may differ from the actual picture.  The assortment is subject to change without notice.    4+
years



10035051584251Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

37.47 x 21.44 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

23.99 $ 12

12

035051584308Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 33.02 x 7.62 x 30.48

34.93 x 17.15 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

64.99 $ 2

2

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca
10035051584299Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 33.02 x 7.62 x 30.48

34.93 x 17.15 x 33.66

4 ans +

F22

64.99 $ 2

2

605584254 | 10035051584251 | 17.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Fashion Show Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready to hit the runway with the all-new Winter Fashion Show Doll 
These B. B. ’s are ready to strut their stuff and show off their designer duds.  This dazzling 
assortment of ultraposh characters includes models and designers,  who will you get?  Unbox 
7 surprises for even more glamorous fashion-themed fun!  Feed or bathe dolls to discover 
water surprises!  Maybe you’ll get the Ultra Rare Dual Colour Change doll?  Collect all 12 new 
characters to find out!  LOL Surprise fashion dolls with stylish hair,  outfits and many detailed 
accessory pieces make a perfect toy for kids!  As birthday gifts or gifts for any special 
occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :    1 B. B. ’s 
Doll  Secret Message  Collectible Sticker Sheet  Bottle  Fashion Accessory  Outfit  Shoes 
NEW Packaging!  Shrink wrapped Paper Ball.   Collect all 12 new characters!   Many different 
models included in this assortment. 

605584308 | 035051584308 | 59.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG - Fashion Show Style Edition - Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready to hit the runway with the all-new LOL Surprise!  OMG Wint 
Fashion Show,  Style Edition Dolls:  Missy Frost and La Rose.   Fashion Edition Dolls:  Missy 
Frost & LaRose.  More fashionable and even more fierce than ever before!  Unbox limited 
edition designs and accessories.  And get ready for your close up!  Fashions that transform 
with 320+ Mix and Match looks!  Unbox 16+ Surprises.  LOL Surprise fashion dolls with stylish 
hair,  outfits and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy for kids!  As birthday gifts 
or gifts for any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!
Includes :    1 Fashion Show Doll  16+ Surprises   Collect all 4 OMG Winter Fashion Show 
dolls and get ready to take center stage!   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold 
separately and subject to availability.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    4+ years

605586784 | 10035051584299 | 59.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG - Fashion Show Hair Edition - Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Get ready to hit the runway with the all-new LOL Surprise!  OMG Wint
Fashion Show,  Hair Edition Dolls:  Lady Braids & Twist Queen.   Just use the Magic Mousse
and create countless hairstyles more than any other OMG!  Unbox limited edition hair salon
quality styling tools and accessories.  And get ready to whip your straight,  wavy,  crimped or
braided hair around!  Magic Mousse Styles Hair WITHOUT Heat!  Transforming Hairstyles!
Unbox18+ Surprises!  LOL Surprise fashion dolls with stylish hair,  outfits and many detailed
accessory pieces make a perfect toy for kids!  As birthday gifts or gifts for any special
occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :    1 Fashion
Doll  1  pair of earrings  1 pair of shoes  3 fashions  20 accessories  1 hair mousse  1 chair  1
magazine   Collect all 4 OMG Winter Fashion Show dolls and get ready to take center stage!
Different styles in this assortment,  each sold separately and subject to availability.  Picture
shown may differ from actual product.    4+ years



035051589396Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

36.83 x 20.96 x 32.08

4 ans +

S23

17.99 $ 12

12

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

00035051589419Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 7.24 x 30.73

26.42 x 21.97 x 32.00

4 ans +

S23

44.99 $ 3

3

605589396 | 035051589396 | 17.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Sunshine Makeover - Doll 9/S assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing L. O. L.  Surprise Sunshine Makeover™ with brand-new 
color change!   Simply take your tot into sunlight to watch the color change reveal!  Each
Sunshine Makeover™ doll has her own unique color change transformation her fashion,  hair,
or makeup/body!  Watch the color change disappear and reappear when you take your tot
from shade to sun and back.  Unbox 8 surprises including fierce fashions,  detailed
accessories,  and a secret message for you to uncover.  Feed your doll for a water surprise!
Will she spit,  cry,  or tinkle?  Each L. O. L.  Surprise Sunshine Makeover™ Doll includes 8
surprises:  (1) L. O. L.  Surprise!  Sunshine Makeover™ Doll.  Collect all 12 brand-new L. O. L.
Surprise Sunshine Makeover™ dolls!   LOL Surprise collectible dolls with stylish hair,  fun to
dress outfits and many detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy and playset for kids
including 4- to 7-year-olds and up girls and boys for imaginative pretend play!  As birthday gifts
or gifts for any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!
Includes :    L. O. L.  Surprise!  Sunshine Makeover™ Doll  Outfit  Shoes  Bottle  Bottle  Acces

605589419 | 00035051589419 | 44.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG Sunshine Makeover - Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing LOL Surprise O. M. G.  Sunshine Makeover™ fashion dol
Unbox multiple surprises including color changing fashions and stylish accessories.  Bring
fashion doll outside during any time of day whether it’s sunny or cloudy,  or even indoors next
to a window,  for a glamorous makeover.  Watch the magic happen before your eyes.  Can
you guess what will color change to?  Don’t forget to check out the color change surprises on
her fierce fashions that gradually reveal once outside.  You can repeat the color changes as
many times as you’d like!  Head back indoors to return to her original look and go back outside
or by a window to experience her gorgeous transformations again.  This Sunshine
Makeover™ doll has stunning features,  beautiful hair,  and is articulated with tons of poses.
Pro Tip:  Hands are removable for easy dressing.  Collect all 3 LOL Surprise OMG Sunshine
Makeover™ fashion dolls.  L. O. L.  Surprise fashion dolls with stylish hair,  outfits and many
detailed accessory pieces make a perfect toy for kids,  including 4 years old and up for
imaginative pretend play!  As gifts for any special occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play 



00035051588702Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 20.32 x 6.99 x 25.40

37.47 x 14.94 x 26.67

4 ans +

S23

36.99 $ 4

4
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00035051588498Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 6.99 x 30.48

46.99 x 15.24 x 32.08

4 ans +

S23

44.99 $ 4

4

605588702 | 00035051588702 | 36.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - Tweens Fashion Series 4 - Doll assorted

New collection Tweens Series 4 including 15 surprises to discover.
4 new characters to collect.
4 years +

605588498 | 00035051588498 | 44.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG Fashion Series 7 - Doll assorted

All new series of Fashion Dolls O.M.G. with beautiful hair, incredible 
features and a unique style!

• Series 7 - Opposites. The two best friends can be collected.
• An articulated fashion doll.
• Multiple surprises included.
4 years +



00035051588559Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 20.32 x 6.99 x 27.94

22.23 x 20.96 x 29.85

4 ans +

S23

34.99 $ 3

3
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581840Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 6.99 x 30.48

46.81 x 15.09 x 31.80

6 ans +

F22

49.99 $ 4

4

10035051584039Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 6.99 x 30.48

46.61 x 15.88 x 33.02

4 ans +

F22

49.99 $ 4

4

605588559 | 00035051588559 | 34.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG HoS Series 3 - Doll assorted

The original O.M.G. doll is back with even more attitude. With 
beautiful hair, incredible features and a unique style!

Series 3-
Articulated fashion dolls, including a doll stand and a hair brush.

4 years +

605581840 | 581840 | 44.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG Series 6 - Fashion Doll assorted

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Introducing the all-new LOL Surprise OMG fashion dolls Sketches a
Melrose with 20 surprises!   The latest LOL Surprise OMG fashion dolls are unexpected BFFs,
celebrating the differences between friends that make each other stronger.  Even though they
are different,  they both love what they love,  and they’re all about being your authentic self no
matter who you’re with.  LOL Surprise fashion dolls with stylish hair,  outfits and many detailed
accessory pieces make a perfect toy for kids!  As birthday gifts or gifts for any special
occasion,  dolls provide hours of social play with siblings and friends!   Includes :    1 Fashion
Doll  1 pair or earrings  1 pair of shoes  1 purse  5 Fashions  1 hanger,  1 garment bag,  1
brush  2 accessories  1 magazine,  1 poster  1 doll stand   Collect both limited-edition LOL
Surprise OMG dolls,  Sketches and Melrose!   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold
separately and subject to availability.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    4+
years

605584032 | 10035051584039 | 49.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG Guys - Prince Bee

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    Discover the first boy with his very own OMG doll series.   L. O. 
Surprise O. M. G.  is fun to explore with a fashion doll.  The packaging is designed to offer
more fun by opening up to 20 different pieces of the set at each stage to unwrap more
surprises.  The colorful box has the form of a closet - fitting room,  which perfectly corresponds
to the theme of the series,  but also allows you to use during play.  Among the surprises,
there are accessories for styling the doll,  ranging from dapper clothes to accessories,  such
as a necklace,  headphones,  glasses.  The whole thing allows you to create a unique and
original styling.  Because,  after all,  L. O. L.  Surprise O. M. G.  dolls are just that - unique and
original!   Includes :    ''fashion'' doll - L. O. L.  Surprise!  O. M. G.  GUYS - Prince Bee  20
different surprises - accessories for styling the doll min.  hairbrush,  jacket,  shoes,  stand
Colorful,  surprising packaging that turns into a dressing room - fitting room  Height of the doll
about 28 cm    4+ years



10035051580659Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 55.88 x 13.34 x 35.56

57.79 x 28.58 x 38.74

4 ans +

F22

89.99 $ 2

2

10035051576744Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 101.60 x 22.86 x
71.12

103.51 x 24.77 x
74.30

4 ans +

N21

299.99 $

3x LR44 incl.

1

1

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605580652 | 10035051580659 | 89.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG -Mall of surprises

&#8203;L. O. L.  Surprise!    For the ultimate spot that your Dolls can shop-till-they-drop,  take
them to the L. O. L.  Surprise!  O. M. G.  Mall of Surprises!  Unbox 50+ surprises with this all-
new playset,  which offers 360 degrees of interactive glam play.  The two-story B. B.  Boutique
features clothing rack displays that really spin to show off all the included fierce fashion and
accessories,  while the Café hangout comes with a two-sided counter ready for ordering and
serving up a variety of the delish donuts and drinks.  At the L. O. L.  Surprise!  O. M. G.  Mall
of Surprises,  you can shop and play with all L. O. L.  Surprise Tweens,  O. M. G. ,  and
collectible dolls.  Pair this playset with the L. O. L.  Surprise Shine On Salon & Spa and the O.
M. G.  House of Surprises Dollhouse to create an entire world-of-play for all your fashion and
collectible dolls!  Fits all L. O. L.  Surprise collectible and fashion dolls.  Dolls sold separatly.
B. B.  Boutique includes spinning clothing racks  Café features counter,  register,  and food
display    4+ years

605576747 | 10035051576744 | 299.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG House of surprises

L.L. O. L.  Surprise!    OMG!  Check out this fierce new house!   The brand new,  beautiful L
Surprise OMG House of Surprises measures 4 feet tall by 4 feet wide with 4 stories and 10
rooms,  including a bedroom,  bathroom,  fully equipped kitchen,  living room,  pool,  rooftop
patio,  movie theater,  diner and more.  And each of the 10 fully furnished rooms fit all OMG
fashion dolls and LOL Surprise dolls!     NEW MULTI-STORY HOUSE:  The brand new,
beautiful LOL Surprise OMG House of Surprises measures 4 feet tall by 4 feet wide with 4
stories and 10 rooms,  including a bedroom,  bathroom,  fully equipped kitchen,  living room,
pool,  rooftop patio,  movie theater,  diner and more.  Fits LOL Surprise dolls and OMG fashion
dolls.   WORKING LIGHTS AND ELEVATOR:  Make your LOL Surprise dolls and OMG
fashion dolls experience glam life on a new level.  Enjoy the interactive lights of the firepit on
the rooftop patio,  and check out the working elevator,  the dishwasher in the kitchen,  and
more.   FULLY FURNISHED:  With a spiral slide and a working elevator that fits 2-3 dolls,
your LOL Surprise dolls and OMG fashion dolls can now access each floor of this 4-story dollh



10035051576737Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 66.37 x 22.86 x 35.89

67.95 x 24.71 x 38.30

4 ans +

N21

169.99 $

6x AAA non incl.

1

1
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605576730 | 10035051576737 | 169.99

L.O.L. Surprise! - OMG Glamper

L. O. L.  Surprise!    The new LOL Surprise OMG Glamper is the fiercest way to travel in style.
It's now in a fabulous new metallic silver color,  and it's 4-in-1:  Car,  House,  Runway and
Light Up Pool.    It features 55+ surprises to unbox,  10+ hangout areas,  and it fits LOL
Surprise OMG fashion dolls and LOL Surprise dolls.    The front detaches to become a cute,
separate car with adjustable D. J.  booth,  working headlights and horn.  The back opens up to
2 feet tall by 3 feet wide for the full glam life experience.    Dolls can get the party going by
sliding down the 2-story water slide,  swimming in the light up pool,  then getting ready for their
star moment at the vanity.  Then,  dolls can strut their stuff on the fashion runway.  Place dolls
in the doll stand at the end of the runway,  then turn the wheel on the side.  Dolls spin all the
way around in a runway twirl to show off their look.    After the fashion show,  they can chill out
with a snack in the café or the BBQ patio before heading up to sleep.  The OMG Glamper
includes bunk beds for L. O. L.  Surprise!  dolls and a full-size bed for L. O. L.  Surprise!  O. M.
G. fashion dolls.  Includes lights and sounds that really work!    When you're done playing,  th



00035051583097Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 8.13 x 30.48

27.31 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

S23

45.99 $ 3

3

00035051583103Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 8.13 x 30.48

27.31 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

S23

45.99 $ 3

3

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605583097 | 00035051583097 | 45.99

Rainbow High - Fashion Doll Series 5 assortment A

605583103 | 00035051583103 | 45.99

Rainbow High - Fashion Doll Series 5 assortment B



578277Master:Sub status:Batt./Cell:Inn dimensions:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Unit dimension: 30.48 x 7.62 x 30.48

32.39 x 24.77 x 33.66

6 ans +

N22

$45.99 3

3

605578277 | 578277 | 45.99

Rainbow High - Fashion Doll Serie 4-A assorted

Rainbow High   The rainbow has infinite color possibilities!  Collect the Rainbow!   The new
students include 3 fabulous dolls representing even more shades of the rainbow.  They each
have a unique style showcased in their two outfits and their many fashion accessories! .  And
when lined up together,  they of course,  create a stunning rainbow.  6 new fashion dolls in
new shades of the rainbow.  Beautiful fully articulated fashion doll.  Long brushable hair plus
Hair Accessories & Comb.   Includes :    Extra wearable fashion for doll (2 sets) + hangers.
Fashion accessories (earrings,  purse,  shoes. . )  Doll stand.    Collect all 6:  Delilah Fields,
Meena Fleur,  Mila Berrymore,  Jewel Richie,  Lila Yamamoto,  Coco Vanderbalt  (sold
separately).    Many different models included in this assortment.   Each sold separately,
chosen randomly and depending on the availability.   Product shown may differ from the actual
picture.   The assortment is subject to change without notice.    6+ years

035051575757Master:Sub status:Batt./Cell:Inn dimensions:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Unit dimension: 30.48 x 8.13 x 30.48

32.39 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

N21

$45.99 3

3

605577683 | 035051575757 | 45.99

Rainbow High - Fashion Doll Series 3-B assorted

Rainbow High   Rainbow High™ is a modern fashion doll brand that sparks imagination and
encourages creativity.  With Grit,  Love,  Action and Moxie (G. L. A. M),  the students of
Rainbow High combine their unique creative skills and work together to achieve their unlimited
dreams today.  #COLLECTTHERAINBOW   Includes:  Fashion doll,  2 complete doll outfits,  2
pairs of shoes,  and doll accessories - doll comb,  pair of earrings,  headband,  2 hangers and
a doll stand.   She's fully articulated and posable,  her arms and legs bend for so many
glamourous poses or you can display her on the included doll stand.   PRO TIP - WASH HAIR
TO REMOVE STYLING GEL:  When first unboxing doll,  wash her hair thoroughly to remove
styling gel and let hair dry completely.  Then,  her hair is ready to brush.    Many different
models included in this assortment.   Each sold separately,  chosen randomly and depending
on the availability.   Product shown may differ from the actual picture.  The assortment is
subject to change without notice.    6+ years

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca



035051578376Master:Sub status:Batt./Cell:Inn dimensions:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Unit dimension: 33.02 x 8.13 x 30.48

34.93 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

N22

$54.99 3

3

605578345 | 035051578376 | 54.99

Rainbow High - Pacific Coast Doll Series 1-A assorted

Rainbow High   Meet the students of Pacific Coast High,  the most elite fine arts school on the
West Coast.   Come relax and enjoy the warm weather because here every days are sunny
and the classes are poolside.  Each themed playset comes with a complete doll outfit,
signature must-have poolside accessories,  and a bonus feature,  interchangeable legs.
Collect the Rainbow of all the gorgeous Rainbow High fashion dolls.  There is a bonus feature
with a pair of interchangeable legs that snap at the knees and can slip from sandals to heels
instantly.  Fully articulated doll with head moving up and down.  Long,  beautiful hair to comb
and comb.   Includes :    1 Fashion doll  1 complete doll outfit  1 pair of interchangeable legs  1
pair of doll shoes  accessories - (tote handbag,  doll comb,  sunglasses,  towel,  hat and a doll
stand)   Collect all 7:  Bella Parker,  Phaedra Westward,  Harper Dune,  Simone Summers,
Hali Capri,  Margot De Perla,  Finn Rosado  (sold separately).    Many different models
included in this assortment.   Each sold separately,  chosen randomly and depending on the
availability.   Product shown may differ from the actual picture.   The assortment is subject to c

035051578390Master:Sub status:Batt./Cell:Inn dimensions:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Unit dimension: 33.02 x 8.13 x 30.48

34.93 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

N22

$54.99 3

3

605580041 | 035051578390 | 54.99

Rainbow High - Pacific Coast Doll Series 1-B assorted

Rainbow High   Meet the students of Pacific Coast High,  the most elite fine arts school on the
West Coast.   Come relax and enjoy the warm weather because here every days are sunny
and the classes are poolside.  Each themed playset comes with a complete doll outfit,
signature must-have poolside accessories,  and a bonus feature,  interchangeable legs.
Collect the Rainbow of all the gorgeous Rainbow High fashion dolls.  There is a bonus feature
with a pair of interchangeable legs that snap at the knees and can slip from sandals to heels
instantly.  Fully articulated doll with head moving up and down.  Long,  beautiful hair to comb
and comb.   Includes :    1 Fashion doll  1 complete doll outfit  1 pair of interchangeable legs  1
pair of doll shoes  accessories - (tote handbag,  doll comb,  sunglasses,  towel,  hat and a doll
stand)   Collect all 7:  Bella Parker,  Phaedra Westward,  Harper Dune,  Simone Summers,
Hali Capri,  Margot De Perla,  Finn Rosado  (sold separately).    Many different models
included in this assortment.   Each sold separately,  chosen randomly and depending on the
availability.   Product shown may differ from the actual picture.   The assortment is subject to c

035051574767Master:Sub status:Batt./Cell:Inn dimensions:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Unit dimension: 35.56 x 8.13 x 30.48

37.47 x 26.37 x 33.66

6 ans +

N21

$59.99 3

3

605577669 | 035051574767 | 59.99

Rainbow High - Winter Break Fashion Doll No.2 assorted

Rainbow High   The original Rainbow High Fashion Dolls get a Winter makeover so they can
fashionably hit the slopes with their friends.   Each fashion doll is dressed in their signature
color and has her own unique style showcased in her outfits and winter essential snow gear
making for endless imaginative,  creative story-telling fun with this playset.  This winter playset
includes fashion doll,  2 complete doll outfits,  2 pairs doll shoes,  essential doll accessories
like earmuffs,  snow boots,  skis with working bindings that convert to a one-of-a-kind Winter-
Themed Doll Stand and hair comb.  Dress her in each look,  then mix & match the trendsetting
fashions that will keep her warm on and off the slopes.  She's fully articulated and posable.
You can pose & play with her on the skis.  Skis also transform into a doll stand so you can
display her as well.   Includes :    2 complete doll outfits  2 pairs doll shoes  earmuffs  snow
boots  hair comb  skis with working bindings that convert to a one-of-a-kind Winter-Themed
Doll Stand   Many different models included in this assortment.   Each sold separately,
chosen randomly and depending on the availability.   Product shown may differ from the actual 

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca
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10035051586064Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 8.89 x 5.46 x 7.24

37.47 x 19.69 x 33.66

6 ans +

F22

18.99 $ 27

27

10035051586071Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 8.89 x 5.46 x 7.24

37.47 x 19.69 x 33.66

6 ans +

F22

18.99 $ 27

27

605586067 | 10035051586064 | 16.99

Rainbow High - Mini Accessories Studio - Handbags Series 1 assorted

Rainbow High   Introducing the first ever Rainbow High Mini Accessories Handbags collection.
#LETYOURTRUECOLORSSHINE  These are mini mystery collectibles,  with 25+ fashionable
styles to collect with rare & ultra-rare pieces.  These handbags fit all Rainbow High fashion
dolls and includes matching dust bags,  receipts,  authenticity card; so every child can have
endless fun mix & matching,  unboxing,  and collecting.  Every gorgeous high-end handbag
comes packaged in a Rainbow High™ iconic trunk box.  Each Mini Accessories Studio High-
End Handbag is made with soft fabrics,  molded charms,  stud details,  embroidery,  or graphic
prints,  and is fully functional.  They can open and close to store items.   Includes :    Mini
Studio Handbag has premium details  Matching trunk box  Logo dust bag  Printed receipt in
matching holder  G. L. A. M authenticity certificate  Matching tissue paper  Logo sticker.
Collect all 27 Mini Accessories Studio Handbag styles.  From 12 Stylish,  4 Rare,  to 11 Ultra
Rare- hard to find styles.   Different styles in this assortment,  each sold separately and
subject to availability.  All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.    6+ years

605586074 | 10035051586071 | 16.99

Rainbow High - Mini Accessories Studio - Shoes Series 1 assorted

Rainbow High   Introducing the first ever Rainbow High Mini Accessories Shoes collection.
#LETYOURTRUECOLORSSHINE  These are mini mystery collectibles,  with 25+ fashionable
styles to collect with rare & ultra-rare pieces.  These shoes fit Rainbow High fashion dolls and
includes matching shoe boxes,  receipts,  authenticity card; so every child can have endless
fun mix & matching,  unboxing,  and collecting.  Every gorgeous pair of shoes comes
packaged in a Rainbow High™ iconic trunk box.  Each Mini Accessories Studio high-end pair
of shoes are made with soft fabrics,  molded charms,  crystal details,  embroidery,  or graphic
prints,  and is fully functional.  The come on and off the fashion dolls easily,  and even have
working laces.   Includes :    Mini Studio Shoes has premium details & design  A matching
trunk box  Logo shoes box  Printed receipt in matching holder  G. L. A. M authenticity
certificate  Matching tissue paper  Logo sticker.    Collect all 27 Mini Accessories Studio Shoes
styles.  From 14 Stylish,  4 Rare,  to 9 Ultra Rare- hard to find styles.   Different styles in this
assortment,  each sold separately and subject to availability.  All pictures shown are for illustra
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00035051583028Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 8.13 x 30.48

26.04 x 26.67 x 32.39

6 ans +

S23

45.99 $ 3

3

00035051584636Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 25.40 x 8.13 x 30.48

26.04 x 26.67 x 32.39

6 ans +

S23

45.99 $ 3

3

605583028 | 00035051583028 | 45.99

Shadow High - Fashion Doll Series 2 assortment A

Shadow High   Let your true colors shine.  #LETYOURTRUECOLORSSHINE  Together as
friends,  Rainbow High and Shadow High let their true colors shine.  At Shadow High,  the
students are creative,  and express their passions through their focus.  The Shadow High doll
comes with accessories themed to her style so she is ready for the catwalk.  Each color has its
own style with beautiful long hair and long real lashes.  This playset will give kids endless joy
and imaginative storytelling fun.  Because she’s fully articulated,  she’s easy and fun to play
with.  Her head,  arms,  hands,  and legs bend for so many fun poses,  including the splits!  Or
you can display her on the included doll stand.  Zooey is packaged in a luxe box with her very
own design sketched in iridescent silver.  It’s a beautiful box that’s great to give as a birthday
gift.  Watch the new episodes of the Animated Series on YouTube.  And catch up from the
beginning on Netflix!   Includes :    Fashion doll  Complete doll outfit  A pair of doll shoes
Many themed accessories  Doll stand   Collect all 6 Shadow High Fashion Dolls:  Karla
Choupette,  Zooey Electra,  Dia Mante,  Monique Verbena,  Reina &ldquo;Glitch&rdquo; Crow

605584636 | 00035051584636 | 45.99

Shadow High - Fashion Doll Series 2 assortment B

Shadow High   Let your true colors shine.  #LETYOURTRUECOLORSSHINE  Together as
friends,  Rainbow High and Shadow High let their true colors shine.  At Shadow High,  the
students are creative,  and express their passions through their focus.  The Shadow High doll
comes with accessories themed to her style so she is ready for the catwalk.  Each color has its
own style with beautiful long hair and long real lashes.  This playset will give kids endless joy
and imaginative storytelling fun.  Because she’s fully articulated,  she’s easy and fun to play
with.  Her head,  arms,  hands,  and legs bend for so many fun poses,  including the splits!  Or
you can display her on the included doll stand.  Zooey is packaged in a luxe box with her very
own design sketched in iridescent silver.  It’s a beautiful box that’s great to give as a birthday
gift.  Watch the new episodes of the Animated Series on YouTube.  And catch up from the
beginning on Netflix!   Includes :    Fashion doll  Complete doll outfit  A pair of doll shoes
Many themed accessories  Doll stand   Collect all 6 Shadow High Fashion Dolls:  Karla
Choupette,  Zooey Electra,  Dia Mante,  Monique Verbena,  Reina &ldquo;Glitch&rdquo; Crow



00035051585800Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 26.04 x 10.67 x 32.39

43.82 x 27.31 x 34.93

3 ans +

S23

54.99 $ 4

4

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

035051587187Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 10.16 x 6.35 x 15.24

33.66 x 22.23 x 34.93

3 ans +

S23

16.99 $ 18

18

605587187 | 035051587187 | 16.99 

Na! Na! Na! - Mini Doll assorted

12 dolls to collect in a whole new ratio.
Surprise Confetti
4'' doll articulated at their shoulders and hips.

605585800 | 00035051585800 | 54.99

Na! Na! Na! - Teens Series 3 - Doll assorted



035051579250Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 16.51 x 11.43 x 30.10

50.80 x 37.47 x 30.48

3 ans +

N22

39.99 $ 9

9

10035051575525Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 26.04 x 10.16 x 32.39

27.31 x 21.59 x 34.93

3 ans +

N21

54.99 $ 2

2

00035051587170Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 19.30 x 9.53 x 20.32

20.96 x 21.59 x 22.23

3 ans +

S23

39.99 $ 2

2

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605579236 | 035051579250 | 39.99

Na!Na!Na! - 2 in 1 Fashion Doll & purse Glam Serie 2 assorted

Na!  Na!  Na!    Level up your glam game with the new 2-in-1 fashion doll plus metallic purse!
Includes a gorgeous,  soft,  7. 5'' fashion doll and metallic fabric purse with a clip to attach to a
backpack.    SOFT & POSEABLE:  She is soft for cuddles and poseable for display!   WHAT'S
INCLUDED:  7. 5'' fashion doll,  hat,  one outfit,  shoes and keychain animal-inspired pom
purse.  Hat is not removable.   GREAT GIFT:  Excellent gift for a birthday,  good grade gift,
travel gift,  Christmas and any special occasion.    Different styles in this assortment,  each
sold separately.  Picture shown may differ from actual product.    3+ years

605575528 | 10035051575525 | 54.99

Na!Na!Na! - Teens Series 2 - Boy Doll Parker Scorch

Na! Na! Na!    Na!  Na!  Na!  Surprise Teens are 11'' soft fashion dolls with so much
personality and style.  Parker Scorch is inspired by a dragon.  He has cool,  black hair and
printed face and clothing details.  He has a black hat with dragon graphic,  dragon-inspired
streetwear and fresh kicks.    Soft,  Posable 11&rdquo; Fashion Doll  Reveal a soft fashion doll
with unique printed details.  Dress him in his fashionable outfit and accessories.  He’s
articulated at her neck,  shoulders and hips,  so you can move and pose him.   Comes with an
adorable,  animal-shaped brush to care for their gorgeous,  brushable hair.     3+ years

605587170 | 00035051587170 | 39.99

Na! Na! Na! - Mini Backpack Playset assorted

This miniature, fuzzy backpack has moulded straps for on-the-go play. 
Includes one mini fashion doll! Open the backpack to reveal a bedroom 
scene. Fit up to four Na Na Na Surprise mini dolls inside! She stands at 
4″ tall, has long hair styled and wears a fashion outfit. Open the backpack 
to reveal a bedroom scene. Fit up to four Na Na Na Surprise mini dolls 
inside! Na! Na! Na! Surprise fashion dolls and playsets are for collectors 
and kids, who are animal-inspired fashionistas that are big on friendship, 
fabulosity, and all things cozy, soft and fuzzy.



035051579397Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 35.56 x 10.67 x 31.75

37.47 x 23.34 x 34.93

3 ans +

N22

55.99 $ 2

2

10035051572418Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 35.56 x 16.51 x 30.48

37.47 x 19.05 x 33.66

3 ans +

N21

59.99 $ 1

1

035051575702Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 50.80 x 13.34 x 30.48

52.71 x 28.58 x 33.66

3 ans +

N21

64.99 $ 2

2

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605579373 | 035051579397 | 55.99

Na!Na!Na! - Camping Doll assorted

Na!  Na!  Na!  Surprise   Meet new Na Na Na Surprise Camping Dolls collection with forest
animals dolls.   Time to explore the outdoors in style with the all new Na Na Na Surprise
Camping Dolls!  You get 2-in-1 value with a soft fashion doll plus a cozy animal-themed
sleeping bag!  The camping dolls feature eye-catching animal-themed fashions,  a cozy plush
animal-themed printed sleeping bag,  embroidered pillow,  and animal-themed brush!  Na Na
Na Surprise dolls are the first-ever soft,  posable fashion dolls with printed face and fashion
details.  Na!  Na!  Na!  Surprise Teens are fully articulated,  about 7. 5'' (20 cm) tall dolls.  Her
hat is not removable.   Includes :    1 Fashion doll 7. 5'' (20 cm)  1 cozy plush animal-inspired
sleeping bag with real working zipper  embroidered pillow  puffy coat  shirt  skirt  hiking boots
brush   Collect them all!  2 unique characters to collect!   Many different models included in
this assortment.   Each sold separately,  chosen randomly and depending on the availability.
Product shown may differ from the actual picture.   The assortment is subject to change
without notice.    3+ years

605572411 | 10035051572418 | 59.99

Na!Na!Na! - Soft Plush Convertible

Na! Na! Na!    Take a wild ride in the purrfect convertible with the Na!  Na!  Na!  Surprise Soft
Plush Convertible.    SOFT,  PLUSH CAR FOR FASHION DOLLS.  The Na Na Na Surprise
Soft Plush Convertible is made of beautiful,  soft material covered in printed fabric with
exquisite stitched and printed details  CUTE,  KITTY DETAILS.   Soft Plush Convertible has
cute kitty details including a kitty nose and whiskers,  kitty ears on the windshield and a soft,
fluffy tail.  And all the details of a real car.  Plush seats,  wheels that really roll and steering
wheel with kitty details.  Drive off on a wild adventure with this soft,  plush vehicle  FITS
DOLLS OF ALL SIZES.  This 1-seat vehicle fits Na Na Na Surprise dolls or Teens dolls.  The
open top makes it easy to slip dolls (not included) in and out  TRENDY CAR FOR DOLLS.
The stylish pink car is purrfect for those with trendy tastes.  It also has glam silver details,
MEOW license plate and modern black details   Dolls sold separately.    3+ years

605575191 | 035051575702 | 64.99

Na! Na! Na! - 3-in-1 Backpack Bedroom assorted

Na! Na! Na!    Unbox the most fashionable playset for your dolls with the Na!  Na!  Na!
Surprise Backpack Bedroom.   Open it up to reveal a bedroom playset with real mirror,  fold-
out bed,  closet with working drawers,  pillows,  blanket and hangers,  all with cute,  kitty
details.    Level up your glam game with the new 2-in-1 fashion doll plus plush purse!  Includes
a gorgeous,  soft,  articulated,  7. 5'' fashion doll and plush fabric purse with a clip to attach to
a backpack.   Keep your little doll pretty as she wakes up and greets the sunshine.  Her
bedroom is complete with her full length mirror.  She can also brush her hair with an included
hairbrush.  Her apparel includes shoes.   Backpacks have never been this adorable.
Complete with doll accessories.  Easy on-the-go playtime anywhere.   Soft to the touch,
lightweight and good size for a child’s hands.  The pom purse is easy to take on-the-go,
perfect for traveling and everyday use.   Maximize the mini hangers with clips for her extra
clothing on her brown closet.  This also has working accessory drawers.   BRING OUT THE
PAJAMAS! :  When playtime is over,  you may drop down the murphy bed that dolls love.  Fill i



035051587200Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 8.26 x 8.26 x 8.26

35.56 x 20.96 x 32.39

8 ans +

S23

11.99 $ 24

24

035051589938Master:Sous status:Batt./Piles:Dimensions Inn:

Inner:PDSF:Age:Dimensions unit: 9.53 x 9.53 x 9.53

34.90 x 20.96 x 31.75

8 ans +

S23

16.99 $ 18

18

Jouet K.I.D. Toy | 120-4000 rue Jean-Marchand, Québec, QC, Canada, G2C 1Y6 | 1-800-897-5107 | info@kidtoy.ca | www.kidtoy.ca

605587200 | 035051587200 | 11.99 Miniverse - Make It Mini Food - 

Cafe assorted

Make It: Build your dish/drink from the igredients in your pack
Set It: Once you have your dish or drink prepped, cure the resin in direct sunlight for at 
least 5 minutes or until resin has hardened.
Collect Them All: Each pack has unique ingredients to make different dishes/drinks

Hyper realistic
Perfect novelty/display collectible
18 CAFE Minis to collect!

605589938 | 035051589938 | 16.99 

Miniverse - Make it Mini Food - Diner assorted

Make It: Build your dish/drink from the igredients in your pack
Set It: Once you have your dish or drink prepped, cure the resin in direct sunlight for at 
least 5 minutes or until resin has hardened.
Collect Them All: Each pack has unique ingredients to make different dishes/drinks

Hyper realistic
Perfect novelty/display collectible
18 DINER Minis to collect!




